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:Joo cr-oo /
STUDIES IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY AMERICAN LITEATURE:
VIOLENCE, IDENTITY, AND COMMUNITY

OVERVIEW: Much of our literature is steeped in violence. This fact should come as
no surprise since nearly all, if not all, societies enforce conformity through the threat and
application of violence. Too, psychologists and anthropologists from Sigmund Freud to
Rene Girard stress the violent origins of society itself. But in addition to this universal
context, nineteenth-century American writers shared a history of conquest, slavery, and
revolution. American writers living during the second half of the nineteenth century also
shared the context of a war that claimed more lives than any other war in which
American soldiers have served. We will examine relationships among violence, identity,
and community as represented in our literature. As we do so, we will necessarily address
a wide range ofrelated topics, including race, gender, conformity, nonconformity,
scapegoating, and authority.

OBJECTIVES:
To study and discuss selected works of ''classic" American literature;
To consider ways in which the works shed light on relationships among violence,
identity, and community;
To encourage interdisciplinary study of literature, history, philosophy,
psychology, and anthropology;
To stress mastery of subject matter for continuing research and teaching;
To foster clear and correct expression of ideas and evidence in writing.

REQUIREMENTS:
Midterm: The midterm will include two parts. For part one, you will select
two of four items as the basis of two essays of about 500 words each. For
part two, you select one of three items as the basis for one of essay of about
1000 words (25%).
Critical Essay: The critical essay will include 12-15 pages of argument, as well

as documentation and other matter (45%).
Final: the final will be structured like the midterm, but more weight will be
placed on the final since it will be somewhat more comprehensive than the
midterm.

GRADING: When I evaluate your work, I will consider content (depth, evidence,
reasoning), organization, and expression (coherence, style, grammar, mechanics).
While content is most important, an essay can fail if it is radically deficient in any of the
other areas.

INSTRUCTOR:

John Allison
Coleman Hall 316F (3552)
Phones: 581-6978 (office), 348-0269 (home)
E-mail: cfjba@eiu.edu

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF READING

1. Week of August 23

-Introduction to the Course; Preliminaries: Background, Texts and Resources
2. Week of August 30
-Cooper, The Pioneers
3. Week of September 6
-Labor Day: No Classes
4. Week of September 13
-The Last of the Mahicans

5. Week of September 20
-Hawthorne, The Scarlet Letter
6. Week of September 27
-Douglass's Narrative; Melville's Moby-Dick: Chapters: 1-XXII
7. Week of October 4
-Moby-Dick: Chapters XXIV-XCIII

8. Week of October 11
-Finish Moby-Dick; Take-home Midterm Distributed

9. Week of October 18
-Take-home Midterm Due; "Bartleby, the Scrivener" and "Benito Cereno"

10. Week of October 25

Here I am using poem numbers, not page numbers.
-Dickinson, "Papa above" (61), "A wounded deer leaps highest" (165), "I have
never seen 'Volcanoes"' (175), "I like a look of agony" (241), "Hope is the thing
with feathers" (254), "There's a certain slant of light" (258), "I felt a Funeral, in
my Brain" (280), The Sould selects her own Society" (303), He fumbles at your
Soul" (315), "A bird came down the walk" (328), "I know that He exists" (338),
It feels a shame to be Alive" (444), "He gave away his Life" (567), "Victory
Comes late (690), The Wohole of it came not at once" (762), "Bind me -I still can sing (1005), "Apparently with no surprise" (1624), "A word dropped
careless on a page" (1261)

11. Week of November 1
-Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn: Chapters I-XXII

12. Week ofNovember 8
-Finish Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.
13. Week of November 15
-Crane, "Maggie: A Girl of the Streets" and "The Blue Hotel"
THANKSGIVING BREAK

14. Week ofNovember 29
-Crane, The Red Badge of Courage
15. Week of December 6
-Melville, Billy Budd, Sailor; Evaluation of Instruction; Take-home Final
Distributed

